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Much interest and controversy surrounds the subject of food additives. 
Confusion runs amok. Among consumers, apprehension and suspicion ar e the 
order of the day. The net outcome appear s to be a loss o f respect o con
sumers for industry, and ever-widenin& cre djbility gap, underutilization of 
f ood resources, increases in food waste, and higher costs of food. What 
happ ened? What does the future hold? 

EVOLUTION OF THE ADDITIVE CONTROVERSY 

Much has happened over the last two decades to stir the waters of dis
trust and apprehension. There was first the concern over safety of the pesti
cid e DDT. Then BHT was incorrectly identified as a teratogen - a compound 
c ausing birth abnormalities. Cyclamate, a sweetener, was banned. The food 
color Red No. 2 was also banned. Then there was a theory that suggested arti
ficial colors and flavors caused hyperkinesis in children. The natural/ 
organic movement got underway, fanning fears and keeping issues before the 
public eye. Other additives, some pesticides, and some direct ingredients 
we re banned. Saccharin had to be saved b y governmental intervention. Ind e ed, 
a string of events a mile long have kept the controversies raging. Little 
wonder the food supply seems to consumers to harbor strange and vile chemicals. 
And present advertising practices only reinforce that assumption. 

INDUSTRY'S ROLE 

Today the word natural is being applied to just about every food. The r e 
is natural beer, for example. Read the label and you find that it consists 
o f "natural" ingredients, "natural" aging, and "natural" carbonation. A 
number of cereal products are labeled natural - imply ing lack of certain addi
t i ves, often preservatives, but also vitamins and minerals. Some potato chip 
p r oducts are advertised and labeled as containing "no artificial preservatives." 
The missing preservative(s) is an anti-oxidant, a compound needed to prevent 
o x idative rancidity. Of course, such a product is possible only if saturated 
or hydrogenated fat is used for processing. That's the r~verse side of the 
nutritional coin. A recent study points out the problem.~l) Comparing stor
age stability of similar oils found in foods of "health" food stores and con
ventional supermarkets, researchers found the former to go oxidized (rancid) 
at a faster rate. Those foods also went oxidized to higher levels. It's wha t 
y ou would expect. Unsaturated fat goes rancid without preservatives. We c a n' t 
have our cake and eat it too. 
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You can also purchase bread with "no preservatives added." Such bread 
will go stale and moldy faster than the "preserved" kind. There is a risk 
too of aflatoxin production. And you can be assured that more of the "natural" 
bread will find its way to the dump or back to point of purchase. People 
simply won't eat stale bread. 

Closer to home, the dairy industry advertises a cold pack cheese with 
"no preservatives added." A yogurt is being promoted as containing "no arti
ficial anything." The emphasis today, put there by consumer fears and con
sumer demands, is on "natural." But what, then, is "unnatural"? 

THE IMPACT 

To advertise a benefit presum~s an~nferior quality exists. If something 
is good or better for you than something else, that "something else" must 
either be less good or in some way possibly even harmful. It is that last 
that seems to be the reverse side of thf;:', "natural" coin. Those foods not 
"natural " are the ones that contain additives. Therefore, additives must be 
bad for you . That is the unspoken suggestion present advertising makes. And 
often it is preservatives that bear the brunt of disfavor, so much so that 
many consumers must equate preservatives with additives, perhaps not even recog
nizing that several classes of additives exist. And it's not just preservatives, 
but "artificial" preservatives that somehow bespeak the worst of all alterna
tives. The net impact in all likelihood will be (and likely has been over the 
last few years) greater waste of food. But beyond that, and perhaps telling 
beyond imagination, new nutrient sources find their way barred to acceptability. 
Why? Because many of them, as now defined, are - or will be - additives. 
Among them you can lump whey proteins and a variety of dairy ingredients with 
potential beneficial u seage in a whole host of foods. 

Though all additives pose some risk, their nonuse poses risks as well. 

SOME FACTS, SOME OPINIONS 

*Despite present trends, additives are here to stay. As defined in the 
U. S., their number and in many cases their commonness to our plates (sugar, 
salt, spices, vitamins and minerals, certain proteins, flavoring, etc .) make 
certain that fact . 

*All additives are chemical in nature. All foods are chemical in nature. 
All chemicals pose some risk. Some chemicals assure life. 

*New nutrient sources - especially certain sources of protein - will be 
considered additives under present ways of defining them. The present adverse 
climate for additives generally will delay utilization of these nutrients. 

*Whey represents a source of very high quality protein. The biological 
quality of whey proteins exceeds casein (the reference standard against which 
all proteins are measured) and even whole milk protein. 
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*Preservatives pose some risk to health as do all chemicals and all foods. 
Compared to the great waste which might otherwise occur, the potential for off
flavor development, and the real risk of growth of disease-causing microbes, 
the risk of their use may be slight indeed. 

*Convenience foods, including ice crea~ are only possible through use of 
additives. 

*"Safe and suitable ingredients," as defined by the Federal Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), is a sound concept in controlling the use of additives 
in foods while making possible the broadest variety of additives to meet the 
broadest variety of needs. Among those needs count the maximum utilization 
of food resources. No one will eat a bland, tasteless dish of dry whey proteins, 
no matter how good the biological quality or how desperate the need. 

USE OF ADDITIVES IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Additives are used, of course, in ~he dairy industry. Vitamin D, added 
to whole milk and vitamins A and D added to lowfat or skim milk products are 
additives. Flavoring, if added to fluid milk and cream products, and the 
sugar added to sweetened condensed milk are additives. Stabilizers and emul
sifiers, flavoring, and sweeteners become additives for the ice cream industry. 
Preservatives used in or on certain cheeses, are regulated as additives; so 
are the coloring compounds added to cheese, butter, and/or ice cream. 

Not all the above are absolutely necessary except as consumer demands 
make them so. All are perfectly legitimate uses of food ingredients which 
happen also to be legally defined as additives. 
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